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The Measures for Oral Hearing for Trademark Review Cases

were issued by the State Administration for Industry and

Commerce of China (SAIC) on May 4th, 2017. Since then, oral

hearing is available in Chinese trademark review cases. The

Trademark Review and Adjudication Board (TRAB) could

decide whether or not an oral hearing should be initiated

according to the request from the parties involved and the

examination of the case.

Here below are some Q&As you may be interested in:

1) What is the Trademark Review and Adjudication Board

(TRAB)?

In China, both the Trademark Office (CTMO) and the

Trademark Review and Adjudication Board (TRAB) are under

the State Administration for Industry and Commerce of China

(SAIC). The CTMO is in charge of the work of trademark

registration and administration, while the TRAB is responsible

for handling trademark disputes. The TRAB, together with the

CTMO, forms the administrative system for trademark right
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authorization, determination and protection.

2) What kind of cases will be handled by the TRAB?

Here is a comparison about cases handled by the CTMO and the TRAB.

the CTMO the TRAB

Trademark examination Review on trademark refusal
Trademark opposition Review on decision of registration disapproval
Trademark cancellation for non-use Review on trademark cancellation for non-use
Trademark assignment, etc. Trademark invalidation

3) When a request for oral hearing can be filed?

For the petitioner, a request for oral hearing should be filed with the TRAB when filing the request for

review or no later than thirty days after receiving the copy of response provided by the respondent;

For the respondent, a request for oral hearing should be filed with the TRAB when filing the response or

the supplementary evidence.

4) When is the deadline for responding to an Oral Hearing Order?

The petitioner or the respondent should file the Receipt for Oral Hearing within ten days after receiving

the Oral Hearing Order. If the Receipt is not filed within the time limit, the party involved will be deemed as

not attending the oral hearing. Under such circumstance, the oral hearing could be either cancelled or

proceeded with absence of the party involved.

5) How about the procedure of an oral hearing?

A. the panel introduces basic information about the case and points out the major problem of the

dispute;

B. the petitioner declares the petition;

C. the respondent responds.

 A witness could be present in an oral hearing if the TRAB agrees.

 The oral hearing could be terminated if the two parties reach or about to reach an agreement

during the process.
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How to Provide Evidence of Trademark Use for Non-use

Cancellation Proceedings in China
By Huanshi WU

Case Review

Chinese registered trademark No.795600 "RAYEN" with the application date of 31 December 1993 and registration

date of 28 November 1995 is owned by a Spanish company R* (hereinafter called the trademark holder). There are

more than 50 approved goods for trademark No.795600 "RAYEN", including “Kitchen utensils and containers, not of

precious metal; Comb; Sponges for household purposes; Brushes; Brush materials; Sponge holders; Metal wool; Steel

wool for cleaning; Metal scouring pads; Cleaning preparations for metal saucepans; Cotton waste for cleaning” and so

on.

In December 2014, a Japanese company filed a request for cancellation against trademark No.795600 "RAYEN" on

the ground that it has not been used for three consecutive years, which does not conform to Article 49 of the

Trademark Law of the People's Republic of China. The trademark holder entrusted Jiaquan to file relevant evidence of

use with the China Trademark Office (CTMO) to demonstrate the partial use of the trademark No.795600 "RAYEN"

from 15 November 2011 to 14 November 2014. Evidence included trademark authorization letter, sales invoice and

marine Bill of Lading issued in early 2015, and photos of physical products bearing the trademark. But the CTMO held

that the evidence provided by the holder was invalid and made a decision to cancel the trademark No.795600 "RAYEN"

according to Article 49 of the Trademark Law as well as Article 66 and Article 67 of the Implementing Regulations of

the Trademark Law of the People's Republic of China.

The trademark holder was dissatisfied with the aforesaid decision and therefore filed a request for review with the
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Trademark Review and Adjudication Board (TRAB). During the review proceeding, the holder further submitted

evidence which was generated from 2013 to 2015, including sales invoices generated in mainland China, marine Bill of

Lading, and photos of physical products bearing the trademark to the TRAB.

After examination, the TRAB held that the evidence provided by the trademark holder could prove that the

trademark under review was used in commerce publicly, factually and legally from 15 November 2011 to 14 November

2014. Therefore, according to the relevant laws and regulations, 50 designating goods of the trademark under review

were maintained.

Comments

The aforementioned case is a typical case of trademark cancellation. According to Article 49 (2) of the Trademark

Law, "Where a registered trademark is becoming a generic name in a category of approved goods, or the trademark

has not been used for over three consecutive years without any justifiable reasons, any organization or individual may

file a request with the Trademark Office to cancel such a registered trademark." That is to say, the Trademark Office

can cancel a registered trademark if the mark has not been used for three consecutive years without any justifiable

reasons.

The basic function of trademarks is to distinguish the sources of goods or services. A trademark's function is

reflected on its actual commercial use. The relevant public can distinguish a trademark from others only when the

mark is being commercially used. Registered trademarks which have never been put into use or have not been used for

quite a long time take up the limited trademark resources, which will not only increase the trademark administrative

and management cost but also block subsequent trademark applicants who have actual intention for commercial use

of trademarks. As a great power in the field of trademark, China has a great deal of registered trademarks, but among

which many have never been put into use or have not been used for quite a long time. Thus, the Trademark Law

stipulates cancellation against trademarks for non-use of three consecutive years, aiming to urge trademark owners to

actively use their marks and thereby avoid idling of trademark resources.

In practice, when an applicant files a cancellation request with the CTMO against a registered trademark with the

ground of non-use, the CTMO will issue a notification to request the trademark owner to provide evidence of

trademark use within a specific time limit of two months.

In our case, the trademark holder provided some sales invoices and marine Bills of Lading dated in early 2015.

However, these key documents were not generated during 2011 to 2014 and therefore the CTMO determined that all

the evidence provided was invalid. In review stage of the cancellation, the holder submitted the evidence of use which

was generated in 2013 and 2014. Under these circumstances, all the evidence formed an integrated evidence chain

and the TRAB, consequently, made a completely opposite decision that 50 designated goods of trademark No.795600

"RAYEN" should be maintained.

Based on our practicing and experience in the trademark cases we handled, we can pay more attention to the
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following five aspects when providing evidence for trademark cancellation cases.

1. Provide evidence of use in the specific three years

The Notification for Providing Evidence of Use of the Trademark Registration indicates "to provide evidence of

trademark use for the approved goods between X (date) to X (date)". So the trademark owner shall provide evidence

of use bearing detailed time information within these specific three years. For example, if the required timeframe for

evidence is between 2013 and 2016, then the submitted evidence shall be generated during these specific three years.

Unfortunately, trademark owners usually provide evidence of use in the latest three years and ignore the specific

required three years, which always make the provided evidence invalid.

2. Provide authentic commercial evidence of use

Evidence provided shall be objective and real. Do not submit fake contracts, invoices or advertising materials etc.

Non-authentic symbolic evidence will be considered as invalid in justice practices. For example, routine publication

documents of trademark registration, assignments of trademarks and licensing of trademarks are not considered as

evidence of trademark use. Therefore, these documents could not be used as main evidence but only as

supplementary evidence.

3. Provide public evidence of use

Trademark use does not refer to using the trademarks in house but in commerce so that the relevant public could be

aware of the trademarks. Therefore, evidence such as in-house office stationery, signs in workplace and so on could

only be used as supplementary evidence since they are not used externally and publicly.

4. Avoid providing unilaterally issued evidence of use

All evidence provided shall be in one-to-one correspondence and constitute an integrated evidence chain. Sales

contracts, sales invoices and the products bearing the trademarks shall correspond to each other. For example,

documents like delivery orders and debit notes issued by the trademark owner are weak evidence since such

documents are only for in-house usage and hard to verify the authenticity. Generally, such evidence will be deemed

invalid without supporting related materials like sales contracts, order letters, Chinese invoices (Fapiao) and payment

receipts.

5. Provide evidence of use generated in mainland China

Trademark use mentioned in the Trademark Law refers to the use of a trademark through mainland China.

Trademark laws and regulations in China Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macao are different from those in mainland China

and are belong to different jurisdictions. For this reason, evidence of trademark use generated in China Taiwan, Hong

Kong and Macao could not be used as valid evidence in cancellation cases in mainland China. In our experience
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representing foreign trademark owners, we note that some foreign trademark owners could only provide evidence

generated in Hong Kong and consequently the CTMO decided that the evidence provided was invalid. But in the review

stage, when the trademark owners submitted some further related documents like China Customs declarations, the

TRAB then determined that the trademark should be maintained.

Generally, in the practices of trademark review, trademark owners could only provide part of related sales contracts,

Chinese invoices (Fapiao), photos of physical products and packaging of products which cannot form an evidence chain.

Even though trademark owners did use their marks, there is still a possibility that their trademarks will be canceled.

Therefore, trademark owners have to collect and preserve valid evidence of trademark use in the process of using their

marks. Following are five main aspects that trademark owners should pay more attention to:

1.Indicate the trademarks, the approved goods/services and the specific time on business documents in company’s

daily operation;

2.Material for public advertising and promotion for products should be kept on files timely. Advertising contracts,

Chinese invoices (Fapiao) and advertisement material could be collected and preserved together for future possible

notarization of trademark use.

3.Product brochures and leaflets should be updated timely to indicate the printing date. Meanwhile, contracts and

Chinese invoices (Fapiao) for producing the brochures and leaflets should be preserved properly.

4.Invoices issued by the trademark owner should indicate the particular trademark and content of the invoices

should correspond to those specifying on other relevant contracts.

5.It is advisable for enterprises to perfect their trademark files management and preserve the above mentioned

documents in original.
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